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Abstract. The application of multiobjective programming with regard to the problem of bandwidth 
distribution is very important. For the remote places, the uneven-distribution and the fluidity of users 
will not lead to regional dense population. Therefore, the large-scale repeaters with wide radiation 
range will serve the areas well. the objective of the model is to find out the maximum of the 
communication definition and accessibility. The constraint conditions are determined by the 
relationship of definition, accessibility and the repeaters’ number. the model is solved through 
graphical method. Seven reasonable installing plans of repeaters are obtained. Different areas should 
choose the right plan in the light of local conditions. The rationality is testified through simulation. 

Introduction 

The wireless communication has played a significant and indispensable role in daily lives. 
Countless repeaters and users have formed an enormous network which makes the transfer of data 
and the exchange of information come true. However, the limited frequency spectrum can not fulfill 
the daily-increasing demand for information exchange any more. To relieve this problem, the only 
way is to build a rational information exchange network. Different areas have distinct demands for 
the information exchange. According to the user population in a unit area, the discussion should be 
about the densely populated and sparsely populated areas respectively.  

For the remote places, there exists no dense population, and the requirement for bandwidth is not 
strict. Therefore, the large-scale repeaters with wide radiation range will serve the areas well. The 
only factor influencing the regional communication is the number of repeaters. If there are too few 
repeaters, each repeater has to undertake too many users which will lead to communication delay; on 
the other side, due to the  upper limitation of bandwidth, if the number of repeaters is too much, the 
spectrum bandwidth shared by each repeater would be relatively narrow which is the reason of 
mutual interference during communication. The key point is to find out the balance between the 
definition and accessibility of communication. 

Multiple Objectives Planning Model 

In a remote or sparsely populated area, the large-scale repeaters will be utilized to fulfill the 
objective of long distance information transmission. The quality of communication service is 
determined by two factors: communication definition and accessibility. If there are too few repeaters, 
each repeater has to undertake too many users which will lead to communication delay; on the other 
side, due to the  upper limitation of bandwidth, if the number of repeaters is too much, the spectrum 
bandwidth shared by each repeater would be relatively narrow which is the reason of mutual 
interference during communication. 

Based on the discussion above, supposing the number of repeaters installed in this area is x , using 
η  to denote the communication definition and δ  to denote communication accessibility, then the 
objective function of the multiple objectives planning can be obtained: 

T),max( δη                                                                                                                                     (1) 
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The constraint conditions of the function can be determined through the analysis of 
communication definition and accessibility.   

The PL (private line) and the electromagnetic signal from transmitting end are combined by the 
“Continuous Tone-Coded Squelch System” (CTCSS) [1] in the repeater. The receiving end only 
receives signals with specific PL, as a result, users shared the same repeater will not interfere each 
other. The only interference is from a neighbor repeater whose signals are transmitted through the 
same PL. In other words, the user-to-user interference is simplified as the interference among 
repeaters thanks to the CTCSS. Whether the receiving end will pick up signals form other 
transmitting ends depends on the given PL of the receiving end. The interference intensity is up to the 
similarity of signal frequency of receiving and transmitting ends, i.e., the adjacent-channel 
interference [2]. 

The frequency difference between the receiving end and the transmitting end is fΔ , in the 
adjacent-channel interference. According to the simulation results of [2], the interference degree 
caused by fΔ approximately representing the normal distribution [3] whose expectation is 0 and 
variance is b. Here b is a parameter which is determined by the properties of repeater itself.  

Supposing ~ (0, )f N bΔ , defining the definition of the receiving end i as  

( )1i F fη = − Δ .                                                                                                                                                      (2) 

The central frequency of repeater i  is if , 1, 2,3i x=   the central frequency difference between 

the repeater i  and its neighbor repeater is ifΔ ， 1,2,3 1i x= − . 

The communication definition of the given area: 
min( )iη η= ，                                                                                                                                (3) 

When min( )if fΔ = Δ , obtaining the maximum. When x  is invariable, if ifΔ  are equal, η  gets its 

maximum. The frequency difference of frequency-adjacent repeaters is:  
W

f MHz
x

Δ = .                                                                                                                                (4) 

According to the statistics [4], the probability density function of normal distribution (0, )N b  is 
2
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Δ =  .                                                                                                                     (5) 

Apart from the signal interferences of the repeater nearby the one connecting to the receiving end, 
there are also other repeaters can lead to interferences. Based on the given question, the research 
significance is about the relationship between the frequency difference and the interference. All 
interferences can be replaced by the interferences of another repeater nearby the one connecting to the 
receiving end. I.e., other interferences can not change the result. Therefore, according to the 
expressions  (2) (3) (4) (5), the relationship between the definition η  and the number of repeaters x  
can be expressed as: 
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There are two unknown parameters W and b  in the expressions. The value of W  can usually be 
obtained on the basis of the given area conditions, while b  is up to the receiving end, that is the 
receiving range K  of user. The value of b  can be acquired as follows: 

When the difference between noise frequency and the given frequency of the receiving end is out 
of the receiving range, the interference degree will be too little to be considered, though theoretically 
the interference exists. I.e., when f KΔ = , ( )F f εΔ < ,ε is a rather small number who can reflect the 

precision of the model.  
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The expressions (6) (7) could be the constraint conditions of definition degree, in the multiple 
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objectives planning model. 
 Whether the users sharing the same repeater need to use the PL, this probability represents the 

Poisson distribution [5] whose parameter is λ . Thus the probability for every repeater can work 
normally is   

0 !
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= ，                                                                                                                           (8) 

The M means the number upper limitation of PL. There are two parameters in the expression. M  
is a property of the repeater which is determined by the repeater itself. λ  is the expectation value of 
the Poisson distribution Based on the law of large numbers, its value could approximately be: 

npλ ≈ ,                                                                                                                                          (9) 
p is the probability for a user occupying the PL at some time. n  is the number of users sharing the 

same repeater. 
The communication accessibility of the given area is: 

min{ }iPδ = ,                                                                                                                                (10) 

If the numbers of people connecting each repeater are equal, δ  gets its maximum. And 
R

n
x

= .                                                                                                                                         (11) 

R stands for the total number of users. According to the expressions (8) (9) (10) (11), there 
obtained the relationship between the communication accessibility 2η  and the number of the 

repeaters x  in the given area:  
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The expression (12) could be the constraint condition of communication accessibility, in the 
multiple objectives planning model. 

The Determination of Model: 
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                                                                                                    (13) 

The Simulation of Model 

The designed multiple objectives planning model has one variable which can be solved through 
graphical method. Setting the precision degree 0.001ε = , the probability for single user asking for 
communication 0.5p = , the picture can be obtained. 
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Figure 1 ( 0.001, 0.5pξ = = ) 

In the picture, it can be seen that, the communication definition and accessibility is of high quality 
when the number of repeaters is from 6 to 12. If a high definition wanted to be guaranteed, the number 
of repeaters should be reduced; while the increase of repeaters will lead to a higher accessibility. The 
decision can be made in the light of the real demands of different areas, as well as the factor of price, 
and so on. 

 Conclusion 

On the basis of real situations in real life, the research resolves the problems on the bandwidth 
distribbtion of wireless communication. On the premise of a overall consideration of several factors 
which can influence the communication quality, the paper has built a comprehensive but simple 
model. Then the reasonable distribution plan is obtained. A great number of detailed and reliable 
materials acquired from internet and library play an important part in the tests of the model. 
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